
What happened  to  Lord Lovel?*

DAVID  BALDWIN

People need to see bodies, or  photographs  of bodies. No survival  myths  were
created  around  Benito Mussolini  once  the  world  had  seen  pictures of him strung by
the heels from  a lamp-post.

Anthony Summers  and Tom  Mangold, The  File  on the  Tsar
(London  I976), pp. 187-8.

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF  FRANCIS, VlSCOUNT LOVEL, after the battle of  Stoke  in
June  1487, is noticed by nearly every historian of the Wars of the  Roses, yet
detailed  analyses  of the mystery are relatively few.  The speculations of
contemporary chroniclers vie with the intriguing but inconclusive  footnotes  of
more modern authorities in arousing the  reader’s  curiosity, but seldom offer more
than a cursory assessment  of the evidence they adduce. Perhaps Lovel — a
‘shadowy figure" in spite of his importance in King Richard’s government —
poses more problems  than should  concern a writer caught up with the great
events of the times: but like  others  who  have  failed to die visibly enough, his story
holds a fascination which, after nearly half  a  millenium, surely merits  closer
investigation than it has received to  date.

There are  many references to  Lovel  in documents composed, in the main,
within a generation of the rebellion; and the problem lies not so much in  a  paucity
of  ‘evidence’ as in determining how  much  the authors of the various traditions
really knew. One story we can dispose of fairly easily is the report of the  Great
Chronicle  of London  —  a  work often considered one of the more valuable
sourcgs  for the period — that Lovel met his death at Bosworth in 1485. The fact
that  he survived this  battle, and indeed, lived to  fight  at Stoke two years later, is
too well  attested  to  need  confirmation  here:  and it is almost certainly no
coincidence  that  at  least  one rumour  fostered  by the  embattled  Tudors included a
similar distortion of the  truth.  The  York  civic archives preserve  a  letter’ sent by
Henry VII a few days after  Bosworth  in which Lovel and other prominent
Yorkists who survived the  conflict  are reported killed, probably, as Kendall
surmises, to discourage resistance to the new regime.’ That  the chronicler, far
removed from the  scene  of events, believed such stories is understandable; but the
failure of later copyists to  excise  the error (the chronicle does not appear to have
been put into its present form until  some  time between  1496  and 1510), is
indicative of the caution with which contemporary ‘histories’ must necessarily be
used.
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But by far the  easiest  way for contemporaries to  explain Lovel’s
disappearance was simply to  assume  that  he had  been  killed at the battle of  Stoke.
The first writer to have  done  so appears to have  been  the  London  merchant
Richard Arnold whose brief  Chronicle  was first published in 1502: and by the
time Henry VII’s  court historian Polydore  Vergil completed  the first draft of his
Anglica Historia  a  decade or so  later, it had  become  the officially accepted view.‘
It may be  thought  unlikely that  a  man of  Lovel’s  station would be  overlooked
when the dead were  buried, particularly as several members of the  victorious
Tudor army would have  known  him very well — his brother-in-law Sir Edward
Norris (husband of his sister Frideswide), his former retainer Sir William Stonor,.
and his cousin  Henry Lovel, Lord Morley, his  father’s brother’s  son.’ But the slain
were  soon despoiled of anything of value, and it was  quite feasible  that  Lovel,
stripped of the trappings of nobility and disfigured, perhaps, by wounds received
in the  battle, might have  been  one of the nameless multitude interred in  ‘Dead
Man’s  Field’. Mathieu d'Escouchy tells of  how, on the day after Castillon, the
body of the  great Talbot  was ‘much  changed’ in appearance, and was only
identified with certainty when a  herald recognised  an imperfection in his late
master’s teeth.“ Clearly, when Lovel had  been  missing for more than  a  quarter of  a
century, those who had no interest in pursuing the matter  were  entitled to
presume  that anonymity had  indeed  been his  fate.

But there are other  notices, written, in  some  cases, within months rather than
years of the battle, which show  that Vergil’s  apparent certainty masked  a  far  more
complicated tale. The one writer with at least  some  first-hand knowledge of the
encounter, the unnamed herald who accompanied the Tudor army, reported that
‘the  Vicount  Lorde Lovell (was) put to flight’, and the recently printed  extract
from the  closely contemporary College  of Arms MS 2M6 (edited by Richard
Firth Green  under  the title ‘Historical  notes  of  a  London citizen’) adds  ‘with
money other ientilmen’ too.’ Both documents  name  some  of the leading rebels
who were slain or  captured  in the fighting, and the  inferenqe  is clearly that  Love]
made good  his  escape.  The oft-repeated  story that  he drowned while swimming
his horse across the  Trent  at  Fiskerton, although a good  way of explaining the
absence  of  a  body, is probably of somewhat later provenance. It does not  appear
in literature until the publication of Edward Hall’s  Chronicle  in 1542.

There is, moreover, evidence which implies that Lovel not only survived the
conflict, but was  thought  to be still living as late as the beginning of the next
decade. British Library Vitellius A XVI, a  chronicle compiled, probably, about
1490, has appended  a  very full list of the  ‘Names  of  dyuers  lordis, knyghtes, and
gentilmen, the which haue ben slayn in the Realme of England Sith the  good
Duke  of Glowcestre was mourdred at the parlement holden at  Bury’,‘ (i.e.
February 1447), from which Love] is specifically omitted.  The  scribe  recorded
that, together  with the Earl of Lincoln, the Yorkist commander, and Martin
Schwartz, the leader of the German mercenaries, he ‘cam to  Stoke feeld’, but only
Schwartz and Lincoln are subsequently listed as slain. Equally significant is the
wording of the grants by which the Crown disposed of certain of  Henry Lovel’s
former holdings following his death at  Dixmude  in  1489, lands  which  ‘would  have
descended  to Fraunceys  late  viscounte Lovell, had not the last-named lord
forfeited his right and title to the  same by reason of his attainder'of high  treason
against the  king’.’ The term ‘late  viscount’ means  simply that  h; was no lqnger  a
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member  of the peerage  (Thomas Howard, for  example,  is sometimes described as
‘late  Earl  of  Surrey’ prior to his rehabilitation in  1489);” and there would have
been no need for the king to have used the prescription as  a  legal  excuse  to  take
possession of the properties had Francis indisputably died  first.  It is, of course,
impossible to  know  whether any of  these  authorities had real grounds for
presuming that Lovel was still living (grounds, that  is, which  are not apparent
from their work): but clearly, they were prepared  to  countenance  the possibility
for several years after the time he had supposedly died.

But by far the  most  positive indication  that  Lovel was alive in the  months
immediately after  the  battle  is contained in  a  letter written by his mother-in-law
Alice, Lady Fitzhugh, to her ‘right trusty and welbeloved son (sic), Sir  John
Paston’, concerning a  ‘bargane’ made on her  behalf  at Norwich  some  time before.
The two families were obviously well  aquainted, and Lady Alice  goes  on to  tell
Paston  that:

Also  my doghgyr  Lovell  makith great sute  and labour for my sone  hir  husbande.  Sir
Edwarde Franke  hath bene  in the  North  to  inquire  for  hym;  he is  comyn agayne, and
cane  nogth  understonde wher he is.  Wherfore  her benevolers willith hit to  continue
hir  sute  and  labour; and so  I  can not departe nor leve hit as ye  know  well; and if  I
might  be  there, I  wold be  full glad, as  knowith  our  Lorde  God, Whoo  have  you in
His blissid kepynge."

The  letter  is dated 24 February, and Gairdner, believing it to refer to the time
when  Lovel ‘lay concealed  shortly before  his  outbreak  with Humphrey and
Thomas Stafford’” assigned it to  1486.  The styling of  Paston  as ‘Sir  John’ when,
in  fact, he did not  receive  his  knighthood  until after the  battle  of  Stoke  in June
1487, he attributed (presumably) to  carelessness  or unwarranted courtesy on the
part of Lady Fitzhugh. But if  Paston  was  a  knight when he received the letter
(and  there seems  no reason to suppose otherwise), then  we  must agree  with the
most  recent  editor  of the  Letters, Professor Norman Davis, that  it was  most
probably written in February 1488." It would then  suggest firstly, that  Lady Anne
Lovel believed, indeed, knew, that  her husband had survived the battle
(otherwise, why make  ‘great  sute  and labour’ for him?); but secondly, that  she had
had no  contact  with him for some considerable time (or Sir Edward Frank would
not have  been  asked to inquire  after  him). The  inference  is clearly that  although
Lovel survived the  conflict, he had disappeared by February of the following
year. Sir Edward  ‘cane nogth understonde wher  he  is‘."

One possible explanation, overlooked until Mr. Gairdner  rediscovered  it in
the public  records  in the last century, was  that  Lovel had used the interval to  slip
tElnoad. An inquisition  post  mortem dated 26 Henry VIII  (i.e.  1534/ 5) recorded

at:

They say that  the  same  (said) Francis was  overseas  at the time of the  ‘predicted’ (i.e.
laid down beforehand) attainder, and, moreover, died after the  ‘predicted’
(appointed) attainder (i.e. conviction), but on  what  day or in  what  year the said
Francis died the  appointed  judges do not  know."

An inquisition  post monem  was ‘an inquiry into the  holdings,  services, and
succession of  a deceased  person who  held  land of the king’," principally to  ensure
that the Crown  secured  all the rights to which it might be entitled on the death of  a
tenant-in-chief. It was  produced, in  theory, by a  sworn  local  jury (the  ‘they’ of the
quotation), although  in practice the family steward usually provided the
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information required. The source of the evidence in  this case  is not apparent, and
since it is uncorroborated must be considered dubious at  best.  But it raises the
question of why it was  thought  necessary to hold an inquiry when all  Lovel’s
holdings had  been  forfeit to the Crown since Bosworth half  a  century before?
There is no obvious answer, but it may well  have concerned the barony of
Beaumont  which, under normal circumstances, would have passed to Francis
when his material  uncle  William, Lord  Beaumont, died  childless  in 1507. The
issue was simply that  if, on the one hand, Lovel had survived his uncle, then the
barony was subject to his attainder and automatically vested in the  crown:  but if,
on the other hand, he had predeceased him, then the inheritance was untainted
and might be called out of abeyance in favour of collateral heirs. It does not seem
improbable  that  by the  15308 Lovel’s  courtier nephews, John and Henry Norris,
may have  been  pressing Henry VIII  for at  least a  moiety of the  Beaumont
properties; and  a  verdict which tended to favour the former possibility (by leaving
the precise date of his passing open  to  question), would have  been  eminently
acceptable to the King.

Indeed, even the one seemingly definite piece of information afforded by the
inquiry —  that  Lovel was abroad ‘at the time of the “predicted” attainder’ —  may
have been designed to  ‘prove’ that he had survived his disappearance by a very
considerable time. The statement poses  a  slight difficulty in  that  Lovel was
attainted on two occasions, the first within  a  few months of  Bosworth  (7
November 1485), and the  second  some ten years afterwards in  October  1495. The
inquisition  post  mortem (or, more precisely, the extract which Gairdner  copied
from it), does not indicate which act of attainder is  meant; but since Lovel was in
sanctuary at Colchester in the closing months of 1485 (and remained so until
about  Easter  1486), it  must  be supposed  that  the jurors  referred  to the later
indictment rather than the first. Their verdict was, apparently, that he had
survived well into the  last  decade of the century; and this being established, the
Crown might reasonably conjecture  that  he had outlived Lord  Beaumont  too.

The passing of the second act of attainder is in itself something of  a  minor
mystery since  it was entirely unnecessary as such. The  1485  act was
comprehensivez" no room was  left  whereby its victims  might suffer  further
disablement, and in the  case  of Lovel there is no evidence that it was ever reversed.
The  second  indictment purported to attaint him on the  grounds that  he had been
‘ignorauntly left  cute  and  omittc  "' from the act passed  against  Lincoln and his
associates in  1487, but  since  he already stood  convicted of high treason his
inclusion  then, as later, would have  been  only a  formality at  best.  The  royal
appropriation of the Morley properties in  1489/ 90 shows clearly that  the earlier
legislation retained its  competence  and could readily be enforced, Nevertheless, it
is  just  possible  that  his  exclusion  in  1487  may not be entirely without significance,
since even the preamble to the attainder (which otherwise  traces  the course of the
rebellion in  some  detail) studiously avoided mentioning him at all. The King,
Vergil  informs us," had hoped to discover the full  extent  of the intrigues against
him from Lincoln; and with the Earl dead may have  perceived in Lovel  another
means to this end. It might seem presumptious to  suggest that  Henry declined to
rehearse Lovcl’s treasons in  1487  as  a  first  step towards reconciling him  with  the
Tudor dynasty, but the kindly wording of the royal annuity granted to the
‘beloved in Christ,  Anne  lady Lovell"o in December  1490  also  lends  itself to this
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view.  Henry VII is remembered for his parsimoniousness with  both  fair words
and money, and it is perhaps not uncharitable to  suggest  that by heeding her
‘great  sute and  labour‘ for her husband he hoped to gain something in  return.  But
as the years passed other matters, notably the activities of Perkin  Warbeck  and
the alleged treason of Sir William Stanley, added new dimensions to the  problem
of security, and steadily depreciated the value of anything which the King might
have learned. Equally, the likelihood that Love! would one day emerge  from his  ,
hiding-place  —  whatever the Crown might  have sought  to prove in the  next
century —  must have progressively diminished in the  1490s; and an inquisition
post mortcm dated 29 October  1492  inquiring into  the holdings of one John
Samuel]  in  fact  names him as one of several  feoffees ‘now deceased’." By 1495  it
must have  been  apparent  that  there was  nothing left  but to make him an  example
to other ill-disposed persons (not least, perhaps, to deny any hint that the Crown
had  once been  ready to pardon him!), and his ‘omission’ in  1487 became  the
excuse  for a  second  indictment designed to accomplish  this  end. The remark  that
the  error  had  been  ‘to the  moost  perillous ensample of  other  being of  suche
traiterous  myndes’“ leaves little  doubt  that  the act was conceived more as  a
warning to the present generation than as an arraignment for  offences  long past.

But if the story that  Lovel  had escaped abroad was only a  device to  explain
his disappearance to the  Crown’s  advantage, where, then, did the answer to the
mystery really lie? Much speculation has been aroused by a letter  dated  9 August
1737  written by one William Cowper, ‘clerk of the Parliament’, to Francis Peck,
the antiquary, concerning a  curious discovery made beneath the Lovel family’s
manor house at Minster Lovel, Oxon.  Cowper recorded  that:

.  .  .  on the  6  May, 1728, the present D(uke) of  R(utland) related in my hearing that,
about twenty years  then before  (viz. in 1708, upon occasion  of new laying a  chimney
at Minster Love!) there  was discovered  a large vault  or  room under-ground, in
which  was the entire  skeleton  of  a  man, as  having been  sitting at  a  table, which was
before  him, with  a  book, paper, pen, etc. etc.; in  another part  of the  room  lay a  cap;
all  much  mouldred and  decayed.  Which the family and  others judged  to be  this  lord
Lovel, whose exit hath  hitherto  been  so uncertain.”

The only other  nearly contemporary account  of the discovery is  that
published in an  exhaustive compilation  entitled  A Genealogical  History of the
House  of Yvery in  1742.  These  volumes, usually attributed to James Anderson,
are principally the  work  of John Perceval, first  Earl of Egmont, with whom
Anderson collaborated as researcher and  editor; and it is potentially very
interesting to find the matter noticed by someone  who was not only a  distant
kinsman  of the Lovels“ but an accomplished antiquary too.  Unfortunately,
however, he  records little  with which we are not already familiar from  Cowper’s
version of the tale. There are one or two additional details which may be
authentic, notably that the  body remained whole until air was admitted to the
chamber and  that  it was  found  richly clothed. But  this  account, with its dark
allusions  to neglect and treachery, appears rather to foreshadow the Speculations
of later writers  ‘than  to provide information which may be regarded as
authoritative or genuinely new. We  cannot  even be  sure  that  it preserves  a
tradition wholly independent of  Cowper, since the Earl might well  have seen  the
abstract of his  letter  which  Peck  had printed in his  Collection  of Divers  Curious
Historical  Pieces  some  two  years  before.”
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But by far the  most  important consideration 1s  whether,  or to  what extent,
the story preserves  a  genuine  historical truth. It  could, arguably, be  regarded  as
merely an aberration of  a  similar  legend  concerning another  of the  Yorkist
commanders, Sir  Thomas Brou‘ghton, who was reputed to have escaped  from  the
battlefield and to have lived incognito  among his tenants at Witherstack, in
Westmorland, for many years.“ But there is nothing to connect  Broughton’s,.
survival -- which incidentally, is even  less  well  attested  than  Lovel’s  —  with  the
circumstances peculiar to the discovery at Minster Level, and it probably forms
part of an essentially northern tradition of fugitives who were there  protected
from the  law.  Lovel had  himself  found refuge with Broughton after the failure of
the  1486  rebellion, and  Henry, Lord Clifford, was supposedly concealed  by his
mother  for  a  quarter of  a  century for  fear  of Edward IV. 1’ Alternatively, there  may
be a Connection  with  the ancient and enigmatic ballad which  attaches  to the
Minster Lovel ruins, the  Mistletoe Bough  Chest.  This  tells of  how, one

_ Christmas, when the manor was celebrating its  young lord’s  wedding, his bride
challenged the company to  a  game  of hide and  seek.  She successfully concealed
herself  in  a  large  chest, kept, apparently, in  a  little-used part of the  mansion, but
when the  time  came to reveal her hiding-place found  that  she was  unable  to
escape. Lord Lovel and his  guests  searched the house frantically, but many years
passed  before  the trunk was noticed or  someone  had  occasion  to  look  inside:

At length an old  chest that  had  long lain  hid,
Was  found  in the castle —  they raised the  lid;
And  a  skeleton  form lay mouldering there,
In the  bridal  wreath of  a lady fair.  "

It IS  unusual  that  two such incarceration' stories should be  associated  with the
same b'uilding, but whether the ballad  has, in the main, borrowed from, or
contributed to, the mystery surrounding the fate of Francis Level, or perhaps
even preserves  something of an independent tradition, is now  impossible  to  say.”

Ye_t whatever colour the  intervening centuries may have added to the
mystery, they have afforded no substitute for the simple direct testimony of
Cowper’ 3  original report. The ‘clerk of the  Parliament’s  ’information was at  best
third-hand, but he writes soberly and reflectively, and appears convinced of the
veracity of his source. The  Duke  of  Rutland’s recollection  of the discovery, or,
rather, his recollection of the  account  of the discovery he had  been  given, would
have be'en defective m at  least some  particulars, but there is  a clear note  of
authenticity 1n the reference to a chimney at the manor house being reconstructed
or ‘new laid’. Later writers  (the  Earl of  Egmont among them), mistakenly
assumed  that  the  remains  were  found when  the building was demolished  about
1740, blit  Cowper’ 5  date  chimes accurately with his inference that it was  then  m  a
good  state  of repair.

The report  does  not, unfortunately, identify the source of the  Duke’ 5
information, but it was very probably the then owner of the  manor, Thomas
Coke.  John Manners, the future  Duke  of Rutland, and  Coke,  the  future Earl of
Leicester, were  both Whig MPs m the  17205, and it is apparent from their royal
and govérnmental appointments  that  they would have  known  each other very
well.  Coke  was only eleven years old when the remains  Were  discovered, and may
not have resided at Minster  Lovel  himself; but he would probably have  heard the
story fro¥n  an eye-witness, and perhaps made further inquiries when he spent  part
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of his honeymoon there in  1718.  But whatever his interest in the matter, it is not
reflected in any document preserved in the family archive at Holkham, and the
Duke of Rutland’s correspondence (described by his editor, H. C. Maxwell Lyte,
as ‘very scanty’)” is similarly mute. The best we can say is that Coke was well
piaced to know something of the truth of the discovery, and that the time
sequence  —  his visit to Minster Love] in 1713 and likely contacts with the Duke in
the  17203  — accords well enough with the Duke retelling the story in Cowper’s
presence in 1728.

The evidence, then, would appear to  he  well-founded, but the mere fact 0:"
the discovery does not ‘prove’ the identity of the corpse. We must remember tha:
the two centuries which had elapsed since Lovel’s disappearance had witnessed
marked political and religious upheavals, and it would not be remarkable if the
body were that of a later fugitive, immured in a priest’s ‘hole’. Cowper himself
recorded that clerkly items such as a book, a pen, and paper were found in :he
chamber, but, significantly perhaps, there is no mention of  a  sword! But this.
being said, there is ostensibly no reason why Lovel should not have retired intc—
Oxfordshire after the battle and found refuge with his former servants in the graat
house. Minster Lovel had been granted to the King’s uncle, Jasper, Duke of
Bedford, in March 1486, but he is unlikely to have been much in evidence in the
lordship in the turbulent days which ensued. The staff, whose lives would, in
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many cases, have  been closely bound  up with the manor, would in all probability
have retained  both  their positions and their loyalty to their ‘natural’ lord. But by
far the  most  intriguing and compelling indication  that  Lovel sought to evade his
pursuers in this manner is the  reference  to his disappearance in  Lord  Bacon’s
History of the  Reign  of King Henry the  Seventh  published in  1622. Bacon notes
the stories  that  Lovel may have died in the  battle  or drowned afterwards,
swimming his horse across the river, but  then  adds  that ‘yet another  report leaves
him not there, but  that  he lived long after in  a  cave or  vault’." This ‘report’,
whatever its provenance, contains no hint of  a  tragedy, and we are  left  to  assume
from the  context that Lovel  remained in his hiding-place until he died. But it
clearly raises the possibility that, nearly a  century before  the discovery of the
body, some  dim memory of his return to Minster, unremarked by any of the
earlier  chroniclers, had lingered to  Bacon's day.  The  influence  of the  Mistletoe
Bough  and the northern legends  cannot  be entirely discounted, but it would be
surprising if, in the  light  of the disclosure, the story did not contain at  least  an
element  of  truth.  Coincidences may sometimes  conspire to mislead us, but the
balance of probability is  that  this is indeed where the answer to the mystery lies.

It remains, then, to  consider  when, and under  what  circumstances, Love] is
most  likely to  have  died. Again, our conclusions  must  necessarily be conjectural,
but the probability is  that  the end  came  suddenly and  without  warning, and
within  a  few  months  of the battle of Stoke.  This  is  suggested  firstly by Cowper’s
notice that  the  body was found  seated, or rather, ‘as having been sitting’ in a chair,
(the majority of  people, when  they sense  death approaching, either  choose" or are  ‘
obliged to lie  down); and secondly by the  perplexed  tone of Lady Fitzhugh’s
letter, indicating that, after some initial  contact  with Lovel, there  had been a long
unexplained silence by February 1488.  Moreover, everything we  know  of Francis
marks him as primarily a  man of action, someone  who would have regarded the
refuge  as  merely a  temporary expediency until the furore had died  down.  There
can be little doubt  that, had he lived, he would have  emerged  to support one or
another of the claimants and pretenders who continued to challenge  Henry’s
mastery of his kingdom, and  there  is really no evidence to support the speculation
(begun, apparently, by Bacon) that he remained in his hiding-place for many
years.  Indeed, the  vast  probability is  that  he was  dead  by the end of the  year.

The  cause  may only be  guessed  at, but  again, there  is  nothing to substantiate
the romantic notion that his incarceration resulted  from  the untimely demise of
the servant he had entrusted with the key. The few details preserved by Cowper
contain no hint of despair or frustration, and it would  seem that death  came  upon
him naturally and quietly as he sat in his chair.  Soon,  within hours, his servants
and confidants would  have entered  the chamber, and with senses  numbed  by a

'  mixture  of disbelief and  near  panic beheld the dilemma which  confronted  them
there. Their first reaction  would have been  to  consider  how they might bury their
late master, and, more  particularly, obtain the intercession of a priest; but any
attempt  to do so would  have  undoubtedly added to the danger  that their
complicity in the  matter  would be revealed. Even the simple act of laying out and
covering the  body would have proclaimed their  knowledge  to  a  subsequent, less
friendly, discoverer, and whatever risks they might  formerly have run in their
19rd ’5 interest, they would clearly avail him pothing now. Perhaps, then,  they left
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him as they found him, and in the assurance  that  they had at  least served  him  well
in  life.

And  what  of  Lady Anne Lovel, who, more than anyone, must  have been
desperately anxious to know  what  had  become  of her  lord?  There is,
unfortunately, no  evidence  of how  long she  survived  his  disappearance, but she
was  clearly still living when  the  second attainder  was  enacted against  him in  1495.
The act  describes  her as ‘Anne Viscountess  Lovell, late  wife  of the  said  Fraunces
late  Viscount Lovell,” suggesting, again, that  she was by then  regarded  as  a
widow; but there is no  evidence  that she  ever remarried  or acknowledged that her
husband  had died.  Nevertheless, she had, apparently, retained  the  royal favour
first evidenced  in the  granting of her  annuity in 1490, for the act was at  pains  to
ensure  that  this  exemplary judgement was:

in noo  wise prejudiciall  ne  hurtfull  to  Anne  Viscountess  Lovell, . .  .  to or for any
Estate  made  of any the  premysses, to the  said  late Viscount and the  said  Anne, no to
any other psone or psones, to or for any astate  made  of any of the  premysses, by the
said late  Viscount, or any other, to th’use of the  said  Anne: but that the same  Anne,
or suche  other  psone or  psones, to whom any suche astate or  astates hath ben made
to th’usc of the same  Anne  of any of the  premysses, have and enjoye  such  pte of the
premysses, as any suche astate hath been made of, as they shuld  have doon, if  this
Acte or any other  Acte in  this  present  Parliament, had  never  be had ne  made.”

It  would  be fascinating to know  what  she of all people  made  of the  mystery,
but in this, as in so  many other curious matters, history is  infuriatingly mute.
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